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Collaborative partners are important in international research collaboration. The research
collaborations between four CANZUK countries (Canada, Australia, New Zealand and the
United Kingdom) are examined to see whether their research connections are different
from the research relationships with other countries. This paper measures the affinity
index values and analyses the development of research collaborations among CANZUK
countries with those between the CANZUK and other countries. The whole counting
method and the fractional counting method are applied in this study to compare the
differences in the results. The findings show that although the affinity index values of
CANZUK countries were decreasing over time, the importance of CANZUK partners to
CANZUK countries has likely increased over time at the expense of the other partners’
importance. The study also shows the minor differences in results obtained by applying
two different counting methods. These differences can be explained by the nature of
the counting methods, and the choice to use either one of these two counting methods
should be considered in other international research collaboration studies.
Keywords: international research collaboration, measurement, collaboration network, research partner, counting
method, CANZUK countries

INTRODUCTION
International research collaboration (IRC), which refers to scientific collaborations between
individuals from different countries, has developed rapidly in recent years (Wagner and
Leydesdorff, 2005). Many countries have encouraged policies supporting IRC (Pohl, 2020). The
encouragement is because it has been suggested that IRC results in higher scientific impact
(Glänzel and Schubert, 2001) and higher productivity (Castillo and Powell, 2020). As the distinctive
characteristics of one country may affect the productivity growth of its partners (Baty et al., 2017),
the prioritization of countries for collaboration in research is an important strategic decision
(Hatakenaka, 2008).
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cluster” (GBR, CAN, IND, AUS, NZL and ZAF; Luukkonen
et al., 1993). AUS and NZL also had a very strong research
collaboration (Schubert and Braun, 1990; Luukkonen et al., 1993;
Benckendorff, 2010). GBR had relatively more active RCs with
AUS and NZL, and the IRC of GBR has been impacted more by
historical connections than geographical proximity (Zitt et al.,
2000). Conversely, GBR and AUS were in the top ten countries
collaborating with Canada in nanotechnology during 1990–2009
(Hu et al., 2012).
The multidimensional scaling (MDS) technique has been
used to investigate and describe the distances or dissimilarities
between countries. As a two-dimensional map is often sufficient
to describe the network of IRC relationships (Luukkonen et al.,
1993), MDS is useful to visualize the possible effects of extrascientific factors into an abstract Cartesian space. In detail,
the MDS technique takes the “proximity” measures between
countries regarding extra-scientific factors and produces a map in
which “pairs of countries with a high volume of collaboration and
a similar pattern of collaboration are placed close together, and
dissimilar pairs with a low volume, far apart” (Davidson Frame
and Carpenter, 1979). This technique shows close connections
between CANZUK countries as the co-authorship map technique
does. Although Australia and New Zealand have more active
connections with countries in Western Europe and North
America, these two countries have been grouped together as
a separate cluster on a two-dimensional MDS map (Davidson
Frame and Carpenter, 1979) or in an “Anglo-saxon cluster”
(GBR, CAN, IND, AUS, NZL and ZAF; Luukkonen et al., 1993).
Although research connections of the above four countries
have been mentioned separately in previous studies, little
is known about whether the relationships among CANZUK
countries differ from those between the CANZUK group
with other countries. Consequently, it is unclear whether the
CANZUK countries are stronger collaborators with each other
than with other countries, just in the tourism field (Benckendorff,
2010) or in general as well.

This paper investigates the importance of research
collaborations for CANZUK countries: Canada (CAN), Australia
(AUS), New Zealand (NZL), and the United Kingdom (GBR).1
The countries in this group have traditionally demonstrated
economic and political links (Bell and Vucetic, 2019), and
have formed a separate research cluster in the IRC network
(Davidson Frame and Carpenter, 1979; Schubert and Braun,
1990; Luukkonen et al., 1993; Wagner and Leydesdorff, 2005).
However, no prior study has explored the importance of research
partners among CANZUK countries.
This paper aims to answer three research questions (RQs):
• RQ1: How has the importance of partners for
research collaborations among CANZUK countries
developed over time?
• RQ2: How has the importance of partners for research
collaborations between CANZUK and other countries
developed over time?
• RQ3: How do different methods of counting research
collaborations show different results?
RQ1 and RQ2 are answered below by comparing the
importance of CANZUK and non-CANZUK countries
(i.e., their partners) to research collaborations from 1951
to 2017, for which we use different measures (i.e., counting
methods) of importance over bibliographic data. RQ3 is
then answered by comparing the nature and results of
the counting methods utilized. Finally, we discuss the
implications of these answers for interpreting CANZUK
research collaboration and for future research selecting among
measures of importance.

RELATED WORK
Studies About Research Collaboration
Networks
Methods from social network analysis have been commonly
used to investigate research collaborations across countries.
Table 1 below shows these IRC network studies with
their data range of IRC publications under survey. The
prominent IRC network studies have mainly surveyed the
IRC networks in the period 1981–2000. The networks
have likely changed since then and have not been
sufficiently surveyed.

Measuring the Importance of Research
Collaborations
As the relative importance of the collaborating countries for
a given country can be characterized by the asymmetrical
relationships among them (Glänzel and Schubert, 2001), the
Affinity Index has been proposed to measure the relative
interest between every pair of countries in international research
collaboration (Okubo et al., 1992). The Affinity Index is
calculated as follows:
A = Cxy / Cx
where:
A : the Affinity Index, measuring the asymmetrical
relationships between two countries, x and y.
Cxy : the observed number of research collaborations between
a country (x) and its partners (y).
Cx : the total number of research collaborations carried out by
country x.
By dividing pairwise collaborations by total collaborations, the
above formula normalizes the number of research collaborations

Studies About Research Collaborations
Among CANZUK Countries
Previous studies have mentioned the research collaborations
between CANZUK countries but no overall picture has emerged
from all the studies. To get insights into IRC activities, data
analytics have been essential in previous studies. Network maps
have commonly been used to show the co-author relationships
in bibliographic data. For example, AUS and NZL were grouped
together as a separate cluster on global network maps of research
(Davidson Frame and Carpenter, 1979) or in an “Anglo-saxon
1 The

countries in this study will be referred to by their corresponding three-letter
country abbreviations, as listed in Supplementary Table S1 (Appendix).
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TABLE 1 | The times of IRC publications under survey in prominent IRC network studies.
Prominent IRC network studies

Authors

Times of IRC
publications studied

International collaboration in the sciences 1981–1985

Schubert and Braun, 1990

1981–1985

The measurement of international scientific collaboration

Luukkonen et al., 1993

1981–1986

Evolution of the social network of scientific collaborations

Barabâsi et al., 2002

1991–1998

The structure of scientific collaboration networks

Newman, 2001

1995–1999

Analyzing scientific networks through co-authorship

Glänzel and Schubert, 2004

1980, 1990, 2000

Network structure, self-organization, and the growth of international collaboration in science

Wagner and Leydesdorff, 2005

2000

is credited one using the whole counting method. On the other
hand, the fractional counting method gets the credited values by
dividing a multinational publication by the number of unique
countries. In the example above, Canada is given one half of the
credit for collaboration and France is credited one half for their
involvement, using the fractional counting methods.
These two methods of counting have their own supporting
arguments for use (Gauffriau, 2017). Therefore, there is no
agreement for which methods should be used. Many studies
calculating affinity index preferred the whole counting method
while some other studies, assuming that the two methods
give similar results, applied the fractional counting method
(Chinchilla-Rodríguez et al., 2021).

(RCs) between a country and its partner to arrive at values relative
to the country’s total numbers of collaborations. Reflecting
the affinity toward partners, this measure highlights “the
attractiveness of a partner in collaboration” (Zitt et al., 2000),
or “the important partners in terms of quantity” (ChinchillaRodríguez et al., 2018). Therefore, this measure has been used to
analyse the research partners of Asian countries (Arunachalam
and Doss, 2000), or to examine the research collaborations
between India and other countries in the field of Forensic
Sciences (Jeyasekar and Saravanan, 2015).

Counting the Research Collaborations
Between Countries
Measuring the affinity index requires counting the observed
number of research collaborations between every pair of
countries, and the total number of research collaborations carried
out by each country. Publications involving multiple authors
with differing national backgrounds have been widely considered
a conventional indicator to measure international research
collaboration (Chen et al., 2019). However, co-authorship is
just a partial indicator of collaboration (Katz and Martin, 1997)
because collaboration does not necessarily lead to co-authored
papers, and so co-authorship data does not fully reflect actual
collaboration (Melin and Persson, 1996). Regarding the results
of research, there are various types of outcomes beyond joint
research publications: patents, joint research grants; (Yuan et al.,
2018), and different rewards (Laudel, 2002) of the collaborations
as contributionship: acknowledgments in PhD theses, research
journals (articles, editorials, reviews, etc.) and books. However,
as co-authored publications are considerably easier to analyze
at scale, the present paper examines only such outputs when
counting collaborations.
However, the countries involved in multinational publications
could be credited differently by different methods. The difference
in using these measurements, therefore, should be considered
carefully in IRC studies.
There are two methods for counting authorship and thus
collaboration among some countries, and thus for generating
an affinity index: whole and fractional counting (ChinchillaRodríguez et al., 2021). The whole counting method credits one
for every country participating in multinational publications. A
publication co-authored by two researchers from Canada and
three researchers from France can be taken as an example of
this. At the country level, Canada is credited one and France
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
The purpose of the current study is to examine the changing
importance of CANZUK‘s partners in research by answering
three RQs mentioned above. This paper applies a quantitative
approach using bibliographic data as follows:

Data
We use Microsoft Academic Graph (MAG), which is among
the most commonly used bibliographic data sources (Waltman
and Larivière, 2020), to investigate the research collaborations
of CANZUK countries. The reason (for choosing the MAG
data set in this study) is because MAG is a general scholarly
bibliographic data set that can be downloaded in whole from
the Microsoft website, while the other data sources are behind
the paywall. We discuss the limitations of using the MAG
data set in the Conclusion Section below. We downloaded
(in 2018) the entire MAG data set that was shared2 as part
of Open Academic Graph v1. This data set comprises the
bibliographic records of 166,192,182 publications with a total file
size of 103 GB. Information about numbers of total publications
and international co-authored publications were extracted from
this data source and processed using the R statistical analysis
program. To resolve the missing authors’ country affiliation
information in MAG, we used a method that enriches data
by sourcing corresponding information from Wikidata (i.e.,
matches affiliation data like institution names to their parent
countries), which we developed in previous work and validated
2 https://www.aminer.org/open-academic-graph
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RESULTS

with the MAG data set in particular (Nguyen et al., 2020). As
most of the previous IRC network studies have examined the
collaborative network maps in the period 1981–2000 (Table 1),
this paper also compared the CANZUK’s RCs in this period with
those in the periods before and after. Therefore, the data from the
years 1951 to 2017 was collected and separated into three time
periods: 1951–1980, 1981–2000, and 2001–2017.
We then filtered the MAG data set to a subset of publications
showing the international research collaboration related to the
CANZUK countries in the above mentioned three periods.
Tables 2A,B show the number and the percentage of publications
in this subset, by period and by document type.
A summary of this partial data set, showing multi-author
publications co-attributed to authors in each country, is also
presented in Supplementary Table S2 (Appendix).

Overview of CANZUK Collaboration
Network Map
Figure 1 shows the maps of research collaborations involving
CANZUK countries (i.e., at least one country in the research
connections is a CANZUK country) over time. Each country is
represented as a node, and the research relationship between two
countries is represented as an edge connecting the corresponding
two nodes. The node size reflects the logarithm of the ratio
of the corresponding countries’ IRC numbers to their median
value in the same map (i.e., the countries’ relative volume
of international research collaborations, and thus relative IRC
frequency, with all partner countries). The thickness of the
edges reflects the logarithm of ratios of IRC numbers from
pairs of countries to their median value (i.e., the relative IRC
frequency between two countries). To simplify the visualization,
only the CANZUK countries and the top 15 countries having the
highest number of total research collaborations were labeled on
the maps. Also, only the edges having values greater than the
median values were presented on the maps. The maps calculated
by either whole counting method or fractional method show
similar results. The results show that the number of research
connections has increased over time, and that the USA was
notably the most collaborative country in all three periods. GBR
and CAN were also two important collaborative partners among
CANZUK countries. Meanwhile, AUS and NZL ranked third and
fourth respectively regarding their numbers of internationally
collaborative publications.

Methods
There were three steps in this empirical study. In the first step,
we generated the network maps of international co-authorship
relationships relating to CANZUK countries. We used two
methods for quantifying RCs: whole counting and fractional
counting. The network analysis technique was applied to create
the maps of research networks over the three different periods
mentioned above.
In the second step, we calculated and compared the
asymmetric relationships of partners for each CANZUK country
in the three corresponding periods. The Affinity Index (described
above) was applied to measure these research collaborations.
In the third step we measured and compared (1) the
asymmetric relationships among the CANZUK countries only
to (2) the relationships between other countries and the
CANZUK group.

The Asymmetric Relationships of Partners
Among CANZUK Countries
Figures 2A,B shows the Affinity Index of collaborative countries
among the CANZUK in the three periods: 1951–1980, 1981–
2000, and 2001–2017, calculated by whole counting and
fractional counting respectively. The clustered column charts
display a series of affinity indexes, corresponding to the values at
the three periods, for each asymmetric relationship. The higher
the columns are, the more important the partners are to the
CANZUK countries.
In the first period, AUS and GBR were notably important
to NZL, while GBR was also an important collaborator of
AUS (the corresponding affinity index values were higher than
0.2). In the second and third periods, these partners were still
important (all corresponding affinity index values were higher
than 0.1, in comparison to those of other CANZUK countries’
research collaborations).
The detailed values of affinity index values of CANZUK
countries calculated by the two counting methods were presented
in Supplementary Tables S3, S4 (Appendix).
Both counting methods described similar trends. In general,
the affinity index values (of research collaborations between
CANZUK countries and their counterparts) were decreasing
over time in this figure. However, the interpretation that
CANZUK countries have been less common partners to their
counterparts in the group might be incorrect. The reason is
that, as each country has developed research collaboration with

TABLE 2A | Summary of documents in the three periods (1951–1980,
1981–2000, 2001–2017) in the subset of IRC publications used for calculating the
infinity index in this study.
Period

No. of publications

% of publications

1951–1980

16,323

1.21%

1981–2000

188,109

13.91%

2001–2017

1,147,599

84.88%

Total

1,352,031

100.00%

TABLE 2B | Summary of different document types in the subset of IRC
publications used for calculating the infinity index in this study.
Type
“Journal”
“Conference”
“BookReferenceEntry”
“Book”
Unknown (null)
Total

No. of publications

% of publications

1,129,591

83.55%

77,888

5.76%

699

0.05%

503

0.04%

143,350

10.60%

1,352,031

100.00%
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FIGURE 1 | Network maps of international co-authorship relationships relating to CANZUK countries in three periods: 1951–1980, 1981–2000, and 2001–2017 (top
15 collaborative countries and the CANZUK countries were labeled: the top 5 in black and the next 10 in gray. CANZUK countries were labeled in blue). The number
of research connections has increased over time.
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FIGURE 2 | The affinity index values of CANZUK countries, calculated by (A) whole counting, and (B) fractional counting. The affinity index values of research
collaborations between CANZUK countries and their counterparts were decreasing over time.

values over periods is not appropriate. Therefore, a further
normalization across periods is needed, and is represented in the
following section.

more other countries over time, the average proportion in
research collaboration between that country and its partners
has declined. Consequently, comparing the affinity index
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TABLE 3 | Comparing the ratios of medians and standard deviations of affinity index values of each group to the values of the total all countries, using the whole counting
method.
1951–1980

1981–2000

2001–2017

Among CANZUK countries

Ratio of Group 1’s affinity index median to the total all countries’ median

68.42

172.59

237.62

(Group 1)

Ratio of Group 1’s standard deviation to the total all countries’ standard deviation

1.95

2.22

2.38

CANZUK countries with other

Ratio of Group 2’s affinity index median to the total all countries’ median

1.00

0.98

0.95

countries (Group 2)

Ratio of Group 2’s standard deviation to the total all countries’ standard deviation

0.86

0.90

0.90

The trends expressed by the ratio of affinity index medians to the total all countries’ medians are not clear.

TABLE 4 | Comparing the ratios of medians and standard deviations of affinity index values of each group to the values of the total all countries, using the fractional
counting method.
1951–1980

1981–2000

2001–2017

Among CANZUK countries

Ratio of Group 1’s affinity index median to the total all countries’ median

66.00

197.60

337.08

(Group 1)

Ratio of Group 1’s standard deviation to the total all countries’ standard deviation

1.97

2.24

2.69

CANZUK countries with other

Ratio of Group 2’s affinity index median to the total all countries’ median

0.96

0.94

0.96

countries (Group 2)

Ratio of Group 2’s standard deviation to the total all countries’ standard deviation

0.86

0.90

0.89

There is an increasing trend for the importance of CANZUK countries to their counterparts in the group, and a decreasing trend for the importance of other countries to the CANZUK group.

Examining the Development of CANZUK
Partners’ Asymmetric Relationships Over
Time

in the period 2001–2017 when the importance of other countries
to the CANZUK group saw a small increase (Table 4). The
differences between the values calculated by the two counting
methods suggest that in the last period, the proportion of
publications credited to the other countries collaborating with
the CANZUK was larger than their proportion of international
research relationships.
The series values of standard deviation ratios of Group 1’s
ratio have slightly increased over time while those of Group 2’s
ratio tend to be unchanged. In other words, there was a tendency
that the importance of CANZUK countries to their counterparts
gradually spread out over time.

To examine how the importance of CANZUK countries’ partners
has changed across the three periods mentioned, this paper
compared the CANZUK affinity index values to the total values.
In detail, this paper extracted information about the two groups
of research collaborations. The first group includes the research
collaborations among CANZUK countries. The second group
includes the research collaborations between CANZUK countries
and other countries. The total of these two groups included
all research collaborations in which at least one CANZUK
country was involved in the research connections, as presented
in Figure 1.
Two types of values were calculated, and were compared
against the total values. They were medians and standard
deviations of affinity index calculated for the above two groups of
research collaborations. As explained above, these values needed
to be normalized for comparison across periods by calculating
the ratios of each group’s medians and standard deviations to
the corresponding values of the total two groups. While the
ratios of medians could show whether the importance of one
research collaboration group has been increased, the ratios of
standard deviations could inform how much the affinity index
values spread out from the trend line. Tables 3, 4 show the
ratios using the whole counting method and fractional counting
method, respectively.
The two tables suggest that the importance of CANZUK
partners to CANZUK countries has rapidly increased over time.
In both tables, the median ratios show a clearly increasing trend
for the importance of CANZUK countries to their counterparts
in the group, and a decreasing trend for the importance of
other countries to the CANZUK group. However, the values
calculated by the fractional counting method show a little noise
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DISCUSSION
The goal of the present study is to examine the importance
of research partners to CANZUK countries. The main findings
are discussed here with regards to the research question
they answer.
RQ1: How has the importance of partners for research
collaborations among CANZUK countries developed over time?
The present study found that GBR has always been the most
important collaborative partner to other countries across the
three surveyed periods. One exception is the case of NZL, to
which AUS has been the most important collaborative partner.
The study’s results also illustrated that the importance of
partners in research collaborations among CANZUK countries
has increased over time. This finding has not been mentioned in
previous studies. The increasing importance among CANZUK
countries is consistent with the previous finding that the
CANZUK countries have been likely impacted by historical
connections (Zitt et al., 2000). The research collaborations
between CANZUK countries are even expected to develop more
in the future (Bell and Vucetic, 2019), especially since GBR has
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to countries by fractional counting) between CANZUK countries
and other countries might be still more than the increase of
the total co-authored publications. This increase was reflected
with the corresponding ratio value from 0.94 to 0.96 in the
last period. A possible recommendation here is that the whole
counting method may be best applied for relationship-based
measurement (e.g., evaluating the research relationships between
countries) while the fractional counting method may be best
applied for production-based measurement (e.g., comparing the
publications between countries).
Counting methods are the underlying methods that need to be
implemented in any IRC measurements to analyse the research
collaboration patterns across countries (e.g., association strength,
inclusion index, Jaccard index, Salton index), so the use of a
particular counting method might change the results that could
be obtained by the other method. Although the differences given
by the two counting methods in this study were not notable,
the cautiousness in choosing a suitable counting method may
be necessary in other IRC studies. For example, further research
about how different IRC measurements are used to analyse the
RC patterns across countries could also compare the effects of
choosing counting methods in their implementations.

left the EU and is looking for new potential research collaborators
(Garas et al., 2019).
RQ2: How has the importance of partners for research
collaborations between CANZUK and other countries developed
over time?
For each country, the importance of its partners’ research
collaborations should be evaluated so that the policy makers
could decide future research policy. As a result of the increasing
importance of partners in research collaborations among
CANZUK countries (Group 1), the importance of other countries
to CANZUK countries (Group 2) has decreased over time,
as shown in Table 3. In this zero-sum game, the CANZUK
countries have recently strengthened the relationships with their
traditional allies at the cost of disregarding the other partners
(Perot, 2021). However, the pace of Group 1’s increased gaps
(i.e., the speed of gaps’ changes) over the three periods is much
larger in comparison to that of Group 2’s decreased gaps. In
Table 3, the ratio of Group 1’s affinity index median to the
total all countries’ median has increased at 68.42, 172.59, and
237.62 in the periods 1951–1980, 1981–2000, and 2001–2017
respectively. Meanwhile, the ratio of Group 2’s has decreased
with the corresponding values 1.00, 0.98, and 0.95. In other
words, while the “middle” value of Group 1’s affinity indexes has
quickly become higher, the “middle” value of Group 2’s affinity
indexes has slightly become lower, than the “middle value” of
affinity indexes of all countries. The difference in the pace of the
above mentioned gaps can be explained by the higher number
of countries in Group 2 in comparison with only four CANZUK
countries in Group 1, so the middle value of Group 2’s affinity
indexes is very close to the middle value of all counties’ affinity
indexes. Although the CANZUK countries have strengthened
the research relationships with their CANZUK partners, the
decrease in their research relationships with other countries will
be so slight as to be unnoticeable. The implication here is that,
as CANZUK countries have moved to strengthen their AngloAmerican strategic alliance, other countries should pay attention
to any changes in their relations with CANZUK countries.
RQ3: How do different methods of counting research
collaborations show different results?
The two methods of counting research collaborations resulted
in similar outcomes. However, there were some slight differences
in the results. For example, the median ratios calculated by
the whole counting method show an increasing trend for
the importance of CANZUK countries to their counterparts
in the group, and a decreasing trend for the importance of
other countries to the CANZUK group. Meanwhile, the values
calculated by the fractional counting method show less clear
trends, with little noise at the last period for the importance
of other countries to the CANZUK group. These differences
could be explained by the nature of the two different methods
of counting. During the period 2001–2017, the increase of
collaborative links (credited to countries by whole counting)
between CANZUK countries and other countries might be less
than the increase of the total collaborative links. Therefore,
the ratio of Group 2’s affinity index median to the total all
countries’ median was slightly reduced from 0.98 to 0.95.
Nonetheless, the increase of co-authored publications (credited
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CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the present study investigated how the importance
of CANZUK countries’ partners has changed over time by
analyzing them using both the whole counting method and
the fractional counting method. The study revealed that the
CANZUK countries have been more important partners to
their counterparts within the group, while other countries
have been less important partners to the CANZUK group.
Another finding was that the two methods of counting the
research collaborations between countries resulted in slightly
different outcomes. Although these differences do not affect
the interpretation about the overall increase of CANZUK
partners’ importance to CANZUK countries in this study,
there is no promise that the two counting methods will still
give similar conclusions in other research. Therefore, carefully
choosing a suitable counting method may be necessary for
other IRC studies, especially if they focus on relationship-based
measurement (i.e., choosing the whole counting method) or
production-based measurement (i.e., choosing the fractional
counting method).
There are limitations in the present study as well as
opportunities for further research. First, this study chose the
MAG data source to examine the importance of the CANZUK
countries’ research collaborations. Consequently, the results from
this choice may be different than those obtained if other data
sources were used. A study about the effects of data set choice on
measuring IRC has shown that different data sources give slightly
different outcomes of IRC measurement (Nguyen et al., 2019).
Second, this study examined countries other than the CANZUK
countries as a single group, and concluded that the importance
of this group to the CANZUK countries has decreased over time.
Therefore, exploring the importance of each CANZUK country’s
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the drivers underlying the formation of collaborations (e.g.,
cultural proximity or linguistic proximity) between every two
countries under survey (Chinchilla-Rodríguez et al., 2018).

partner in this group, or at least the top collaborative countries,
should be a focus of future studies. Despite these limitations, the
present study is important because it provides new insights into
the importance of collaborative partners to CANZUK countries:
the study revealed that the CANZUK countries, in comparison
with the other countries, have been more important partners to
their counterparts in the group. In other words, the group of
CANZUK countries is becoming more of a “closed shop” than
a “collaborative hub” (i.e., collaborating within the group more
than promoting collaborations with countries outside the group).
While identifying and analyzing the important partners of
CANZUK countries was the focus of this study, a further
relevant research area is the relative strengths of countries
that have disproportionately strong connections (ChinchillaRodríguez et al., 2018) with CANZUK countries. Different
similarity measures normalized by the total numbers of research
collaborations carried out by both connected countries (e.g.,
association strength, inclusion index, Jaccard index, and cosine
index) can be used to examine the relative strengths of
countries’ collaborations within this particular research area.
Given that the sizes of both countries are included in calculating
the relative strength, such measures are not size-dependent.
Therefore, further studies in this relevant research area can
complement the knowledge from the present study by revealing
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